
Our project in Italy gave us a lot more than we initially thought it would. Upon arriving, we 

were told that the other ensembles coming to the academy had cancelled on short notice. This 

turned out to be a huge advantage since our teacher Iris Juda decided to dedicate the other 

ensembles’ time to us. This meant we got to play Mozart’s string quintet in g minor with her 

as first viola. It is always amazing to play with experienced chamber musicians, and this time 

was no exception. Even though it’s possible to hear Juda on recordings and see her on videos, 

some things like drive and dynamics are just so much easier to understand in the focused 

ensemble-playing state of mind. 

 

We had lessons before and after lunch every day of the week on Mozart and Tarrodi. The 

main thing we got from Juda was how to have fun with Mozart and use the ensemble dynamic 

to communicate. Before coming to the course we played Mozart in a very correct and maybe a 

little bit “Swedish” way. We played in tune and correct rhythms, and had some dynamics and 

tempo changes decided beforehand, but the ensemble dynamic was lacking. The thing that is 

interesting about the string quartet ensemble form is the possibility for communication 

between the quartet members but that is easily underprioritized when trying to learn a piece 

quickly. It was very refreshing to be reminded about this when playing with Iris Juda. 

 

Iris gave us so much time for lessons that we even after playing both the two Mozarts and 

Tarrodi had time left. She asked if we had something else to play but the only other music we 

brought was some arrangements our cellist of the famous “Frösöblomster” by Wilhelm 

Peterson-Berger. We never even gave these pieces a second thought during rehearsals since 

we always rehearse them in the last moment to use as encores, but even though she had never 

heard them before Juda gave us so much new thoughts about the music and showed that these 

small pieces are also worth putting effort into.  

 

The weeks three concerts were played in very different venues, from a “breakfast concert” in 

the beautiful Park Hotel in Desenzano were the lessons were held, to inside the Roman villa at 

the tip of the Sirmione peninsula surrounded by olive trees. Somehow concerts in Italy always 

makes the ensemble feel so relaxed and free, perhaps it’s the everyday vibe in the audience 

that makes it. The week was ended by playing “Sommarsång” by W. Peterson-Berger as an 

encore in the Roman villa, accompanied by the sun setting over the Alpes behind us. 


